HEATED CIGARETTES
How States Can Avoid Getting Burned

Heated cigarettes are garnering increased attention as commercial tobacco product manufacturers tout their marketing success abroad and begin introducing the products into the U.S. market.

Although the tobacco industry refers to them as “heat-not-burn” products, this term is a misnomer that attempts to downplay the harm of using these products. In fact, some heated cigarettes are lit by fire, and many product components have obvious signs of charring or discoloration after use, evidence that burning occurs. Moreover, there is no known independent research that demonstrates that these products present less harm to the user than conventional cigarettes. This fact sheet provides an overview of this category of products, describes products currently available on the U.S. market, and explains how heated cigarettes fit into a comprehensive regulatory scheme.
Overview of Heated Cigarettes

“Heated cigarettes” is a broad term that encompasses a range of products with two common elements:

1. **Low Temperature Combustion.** Heated cigarettes are different from conventional cigarettes because they heat the tobacco to a lower temperature than conventional cigarettes, which generally maintain a temperature of 1250-1300°F.\(^1\) According to industry descriptions of heated cigarettes, the products usually heat tobacco to a temperature between 450 – 700°F, and sometimes as low as 99°F.\(^2\) This heating produces an aerosol that contains nicotine and other harmful chemicals.\(^3\)

2. **Processed Tobacco Leaf.** Heated cigarettes differ from e-cigarettes because they contain processed commercial tobacco leaf as the nicotine and/or flavor source in the product, not just nicotine extracted from commercial tobacco.

Potential Public Health Impacts of Heated Cigarettes

The act of processing the tobacco plant—for example, curing and storing the tobacco—produces many toxicants and carcinogens found in all commercial tobacco products. Contrary to industry claims, there is little evidence demonstrating that heated cigarettes are less harmful than conventional cigarettes. Problematically, the research that does exist has been conducted primarily with funding from the tobacco industry itself. At least one independent study conducted on iQOS revealed many of the same harmful and potentially harmful constituents in iQOS emissions compared to the control cigarettes.\(^4\)

Current Landscape of the Heated Cigarette Market

Several types of heated cigarettes are currently available abroad and at least two types of heated cigarettes have already been introduced into the U.S. market. These products vary significantly in design and composition. Some resemble e-cigarettes and function in a similar manner, while others more closely resemble conventional cigarettes. The following summaries are based on current information, which is limited.

---


Currently available products:

- **Japan Tobacco International’s (JTI) Vapeleaf.** Vapeleaf includes a battery operated heating element, a propylene glycol/vegetable glycerin (pg/vg) liquid cartridge, and a granulated processed tobacco leaf “cap.” The battery heats the cartridge, which produces an aerosol that is drawn through the tobacco leaf “cap” as the user inhales, extracting nicotine and flavor from the “cap.” The manufacturer claims that the heating element reaches a maximum temperature of 99 °F. Vapeleaf was first introduced in 2017 to four states and has recently been expanded to two other states.\(^5\) It can be purchased online or through local retailers, and is available in regular (tobacco), menthol green, and menthol purple flavors. Importantly, this product was introduced into the U.S. market without premarket authorization from the FDA, as required by law.\(^6\)
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Japan Tobacco International’s Logic Vapeleaf (PloomTech)

Possible future products:

- **Philip Morris International’s (PMI) iQOS.** iQOS uses an electronic heating element to heat a “blade” that pierces the end of a “heat stick,” inserted into the iQOS device. The “heat stick” looks similar to a conventional cigarette, but is shorter. Additional “heat sticks” can be purchased separately from the device and come in packs of twenty, just like conventional cigarettes. The “heat stick” is made of a processed tobacco leaf plug that includes glycerin, a filter, and a paper wrapper. The processed tobacco leaf is the source of the flavor and nicotine. This product is available in Japan, Switzerland, Korea, Israel, and a few other countries and PMI has filed a marketing application with the FDA.\(^7\)
British American Tobacco’s Neocore (previously R.J. Reynolds’s Eclipse and Revo). Neocore does not use a battery-heating unit like many other heated cigarettes; instead, it uses a charcoal element at the tip of an otherwise conventional cigarette. The user employs a lighter or a match to light the charcoal tip, which in turn heats the tobacco leaf. The user inhales through a filter and obtains flavor and nicotine from the processed tobacco leaf. For a brief time in February 2014, Revo was sold in Wisconsin as an updated version of Eclipse, a heated cigarette introduced by R.J. Reynolds in the 1990s. After BAT acquired Reynolds in 2017, BAT filed a substantial equivalence report with the FDA to market its new version of the product, Neocore.
• **British American Tobacco’s Glo.** Glo has a coiled heating system into which a “neostik” is inserted. Glo heats the processed tobacco leaf inside the “neostik” to produce an aerosol. The “neostik” looks similar to a conventional cigarette with tobacco leaf and a filter surrounded by paper. The processed tobacco leaf is the primary flavor and nicotine source. This product is available in Japan and news reports indicate that the company intends to apply for premarket authorization from the FDA in 2018.³⁰

---
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British American Tobacco’s Glo
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**Federal Regulatory Landscape for Heated Cigarettes**

Under the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration requires premarket authorization of new tobacco products. In May 2016, the FDA announced a final rule “deeming” all products made or derived from tobacco products to be subject to the agency’s authority. All newly deemed products that were already on the market on August 8, 2016 were allowed to remain on the market but need to apply for authorization no later than August 8, 2022. For any new products entering the market after August 8, 2016, manufacturers must seek authorization before selling the products in the U.S.³¹ With the exception of Eclipse/Revo/Neocore, no heated cigarette products were on the market prior to that date. Products marketed without FDA authorization are potentially subject to an FDA enforcement action.
State and Local Regulatory Landscape for Heated Cigarettes

Regulation of tobacco products varies widely between states, but all states have laws that protect clean indoor air, prohibit sales to minors or those under the age of 21, and impose taxes on tobacco products. Because these laws generally address other common tobacco products like cigarettes as well as products like e-cigarettes, the question of whether heated cigarettes are also regulated hinges on how a jurisdiction defines the products that it regulates. In some states, heated cigarettes may already be incorporated into broad definitions for tobacco products, and in other states, they may not be covered in certain regulatory areas because of narrower definitions. Finally, there are also states in which the analysis is not entirely clear and whether or not the products are regulated in particular areas will depend on the interpretation of enforcement agencies and, potentially, the courts.

The Public Health Law Center’s 50-state analysis of these three types of laws ([http://www.publichealthlawcenter.org/resources/us-heated-cigarette-regulations-50-state-review](http://www.publichealthlawcenter.org/resources/us-heated-cigarette-regulations-50-state-review)) found several key terms and provisions that would be important to include in any comprehensive regulatory scheme that unambiguously captures heated cigarettes. While some state laws may already cover these new products, comprehensive regulation of heated cigarettes depends on evaluating and, if needed, updating current laws. The information below highlights some examples of issues that have been identified. Updating or drafting new laws to overcome these issues should not be undertaken without assistance from attorneys at the Public Health Law Center or a licensed attorney familiar with the laws of your jurisdiction.

**Issues in Clean Indoor Air Laws**

Clean indoor air laws generally operate by prohibiting “smoking” in certain areas (such as public buildings and workplaces). The restrictions’ scope typically depends upon the definition of smoking. Heated cigarettes, in general, are touted to be “smoke-free,” producing only a harmless vapor. Depending on how clean indoor air laws have been updated in response to other contemporary products, like e-cigarettes, the definition of “smoking” may or may not capture heated cigarettes. A handful of states have updated their comprehensive clean indoor air laws to include e-cigarettes and some have established separate laws restricting e-cigarette use. Oftentimes, these separate laws do not restrict e-cigarette use at the same level as conventional combustible products.

Many definitions of smoking include undefined, ambiguous, or problematic terms. The two most common terms are “lighted” and “burning.” Depending on the wording of the definition, some states and territories only need to find that the undefined term “lighted” applies to heated cigarettes, but other states and territories need to find that both the undefined terms “lighted” and “burning” apply in order for the use of heated cigarettes to be considered smoking.
The Meaning of “Burning”

No state or territory has a statutory definition for the term “burning” related to commercial tobacco products. From a scientific standpoint, burning is a chemical process that involves three main elements: oxygen, fuel, and heat that results in an irreversible chemical conversion. While “burning” in the smoke-free context has not been interpreted by courts with respect to heated cigarette use, there is an area of law that has given some guidance on how to interpret this term: arson. Courts have held that burning means any physical change, usually evidenced by charring or blackening, to the structure that was set on fire or was close enough to a heat source to be damaged and charred.

Whether a heated cigarette product “burns” within the scientific or legal meaning is dependent on the specific product. Pictures and video of heated cigarettes after use show obvious charring on the paper of products that include a paper wrapper. However, some of the products heat tobacco at a temperature much lower than that needed for partial combustion. Ultimately, definitions that include “burning” as an operative term may include some products, especially products where a consumer uses a lighter or match to heat a carbon tip, and may not include products that are more like e-cigarettes.

The Meaning of “Lighted”

Another undefined and potentially problematic term is “lighted.” There are several dictionary definitions of the word lighted, and two are primarily relevant in this context: 1) “to set burning” or “ignite”—for example, lighting a match or a cigarette; and 2) “to turn or switch on,” for example, illuminating a dark room. No relevant case law apparently exists regarding the meaning of “lighted,” so other areas of law do not shape this analysis. Relying on the first dictionary definition, the term lighted would likely encompass carbon tip products. Other products that are more electronic in nature could be captured under the second definition of lighted. Without a clear definition of the term, however, it is impossible to say with certainty whether the term “lighted” would include the use of heated cigarettes.

Solutions in Drafting or Updating Definitions to Encompass Heated Cigarettes

Adding the terms “heated” and “activated” to definitions can help clarify that heated cigarettes are included in a law’s definition of smoking. Thus, for example, a definition that now covers “inhaling or carrying a lighted tobacco or other plant product” would be better drafted if it covereded “inhaling or carrying a lighted, heated, or activated tobacco or other plant product.” Definitions that only cover “burning” tobacco products or only cover named types of tobacco products, such as cigarettes or cigars, could be expanded to cover all products made with
tobacco, nicotine, or other plants that are heated or activated. “Lighted” could be deleted in some definitions where it is made redundant by more specific terms. In the alternative, states could add a definition for the word “lighted” that includes both heating and activating, which would then require no direct change to the definition of “smoking.” As discussed above, carefully making these changes could make clear that heated cigarettes are covered by existing smoke-free prohibitions.

For example, edits to common definitions would produce language such as:

```
“Smoking’ means inhaling, exhaling, burning, or carrying any lighted, heated, or activated cigar, cigarette, or pipe, or any other lighted, heated, or activated tobacco, nicotine, or plant product intended for inhalation, including hookah and marijuana, whether natural or synthetic. ‘Smoking’ also includes the use of an electronic smoking device.”

“Smoking means the burning, heating, or activating of a lighted cigarette, cigar, pipe or any other substance containing tobacco or another plant.”
```

**Issues in Laws Establishing a Minimum Legal Purchasing Age**

Minimum legal purchasing age laws commonly include a prohibition on providing any tobacco products to those below the designated age. Because these laws are designed to prevent access to all tobacco products intended for consumption, heated cigarettes are usually covered. This means that the vast majority of states prohibit access to heated cigarettes for those under the legal purchasing age. Many states prohibit youth access to e-cigarettes by separately defining them as “alternative nicotine products” or “vapor products” and because of their similar functionality to e-cigarettes, heated cigarettes with electronic heating sources are often covered by these definitions. Because these laws primarily prohibit access to tobacco products, having multiple defined terms is not problematic as long as the prohibition is the same for all covered products. However, having a broad definition of tobacco products is the preferred approach for capturing both existing and emerging products. Before assuming that a state’s specific minimum legal purchasing age law or a local ordinance covers heated cigarettes, be sure that the language of the law prohibits the sale of heated cigarettes.
Issues in State Tax Codes

Tobacco tax laws usually operate by classifying or defining a group of products and determining the tax rate on those products in the form of an excise tax based on quantity, weight, or value. Currently, all states tax cigarettes and most states tax other classes of tobacco products, some making distinctions between types of products and others lumping all non-cigarette tobacco products into one category.

Due to some ambiguity in existing definitions, many state definitions could cover heated cigarettes as either “cigarettes” or another class of products. Because cigarettes are generally the product with the highest tax rate, taxing heated cigarettes at the same rate as conventional cigarettes would discourage the use of these products and advance public health efforts to address the harms posed by commercial tobacco products.

Many states define cigarettes as “any roll for smoking made wholly or in part of tobacco. . . .” Often the tax definition of “tobacco products” also requires that the products be “for smoking or chewing,” or use similar language. While many heated cigarettes have sticks that are made of processed tobacco leaf wrapped in some sort of roll, it is not clear if a tax authority would apply the undefined term “for smoking” to heated cigarettes.

Solutions in Drafting or Updating Definitions to Encompass Heated Cigarettes

Because the harm reduction benefits of heated cigarettes have not been established, jurisdictions could consider updating language to ensure that heated cigarettes are considered “cigarettes” for tax purposes. To do so, a jurisdiction can either eliminate the term “for smoking” or define it to ensure that it captures heated cigarettes.

One way to broaden the definition by excluding the term “for smoking” is to more closely mirror the federal tax definition for cigarettes. Importantly, proposed packaging for iQOS heat sticks and previous packaging for Neocore (when sold as Revo) reveal that those products are labeled as “Class A” cigarettes for taxation at the federal level. Amending tax codes to conform to federal standards is generally noncontroversial.
The federal definition of cigarette is:

(b) Cigarette.--“Cigarette” means--

(1) any roll of tobacco wrapped in paper or in any substance not containing tobacco, and

(2) any roll of tobacco wrapped in any substance containing tobacco which, because of its appearance, the type of tobacco used in the filler, or its packaging and labeling, is likely to be offered to, or purchased by, consumers as a cigarette described in paragraph (1).17

For heated cigarettes that contain tobacco with a paper wrapper, federal taxation of these products as “cigarettes” seems assured. For heated cigarettes where the tobacco is contained in a plastic cap, it is possible that an enforcement authority could interpret the plastic container as wrapping the tobacco in “any substance not containing tobacco.” Jurisdictions could use the word “contained” rather than “wrapped” to clear up any lingering ambiguity.

Conclusion

When new tobacco products enter the market, important questions are raised regarding how those products can and should be regulated and heated cigarettes are no exception. Unlike e-cigarettes that were so different from existing products that they did not fit into existing regulatory schemes, heated cigarettes seem to be similar enough to other tobacco products that broad, comprehensive definitions can cover the new products. States and localities should analyze relevant laws to determine whether heated cigarettes are already covered and, if it is not clear, update or draft language to ensure that heated cigarettes are included in all tobacco regulations. Because there has been no demonstrated reduction in the health risks associated with heated cigarettes, the protection of public health requires that the sale and use of heated cigarettes be comprehensively regulated, preferably as strictly as cigarettes are regulated.
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